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disease is heritable and in this case, the mode of

The "M" descriptor carries a subscript entry based on the
morpho-functional phenotype represented by the initial

transmission of disease is explained in the subscript such
as AD for autosomal dominant, and AR for autosomal
recessive. All these considerations are part of the medical
process of family evaluation.

letter of each type or subtype of cardiomyopathy. H
stands for Hypertrophic Cardiomyopathy, D for Dilated
Cardiomyopathy; R for Restrictive Cardiomyopathy and
R EMF for Restrictive Endomyocardial Fibrosis, ACM
for Arrhythmogenic Cardiomyopathy, LVNC for Left
Ventricular Noncompaction. As an important notation, E
and 0 (zero) were introduced. E stands for early diagnosis
of cardiomyopathy and applies to patients demonstrating

The E (etiology) is the most important descriptor because
it allows the description of disease genes and mutations in

genetic diseases as well as the description of an
infectious, toxic or degenerative basis in non -genetic

variety of cardiomyopathy. It is described as a dual
subscript; the first subscript defines if it is genetic or

familial/genetic markers of disease but not yet
phenotypically fulfilling the diagnostic criteria of the
cardiomyopathy; 0 explains the yet unaffected status in

nongenetic. The second subscript explicitly defines the
genetic and nongenetic disease etiology. When E (Table

genetically affected sibling or off spring. Notation "NS"
gives the possibility of describing a non-specific (non -

1) describes the genetic origin, the gene mutation if
available should be described. If the disease is familial,
but genetic cause is not identified or not sought, then it

classifiable) phenotype such as the segmental
hypokinesis of the left ventricle, single papillary muscle
hypertrophy, etc. that may not conform with the
diagnostic criteria of the most common types of
cardiomyopathies. The "NA" notation is applied when

must be stated as such.

The notation "S" is optional. In two parts, it represents
the ACC/AHA stage of the disease and in second part
the symptomatic stage is offered through the New York
Heart Association (NYHA) classification.

diagnostic information is not available or relatives
deceased. Although poorly informative, even NA can be

useful in family studies especially when reporting on
obligate or non obligate carriers of mutations identified

For an easy introduction of the MOGE(S) classification,
an app has been developed. The use of the app facilitates

in the family and segregating or non segregating with the
phenotype on the basis of the cascade family screening.

the description of each single cardiomyopathy in a
hierarchical process where the first description is the

The "0" stands for Organ involvement, which in addition

morphofunctional phenotype (M), followed by
specification of the organ (0) involvement (heart only or

to the heart may involve the skeletal muscle, nervous
system, liver, kidney, ocular, auditory, cutaneous
systems, lung, etc. The first letter of the organ involved

other organs and tissues), whether the disorders is
familial/genetic (G) or non familial or unknown,
unproven and, in case of familial diseases, the addition of
the mode of inheritance, based on clinical pedigree and

should be subscripted. This allows easy identification of
syndromic patterns.

screening of the family, and finally the etiology (E)

The descriptor " G" is for Genetics to describe if the

genetic or non genetic.
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Table 1 : The MOGE(S) Nosology System for classifying cardiomyopathy patients1'2
M
MORPHO-FUNCTIONAL
PHENOTYPE
Proband's
cardiomyopathy
(CM) diagnosis

Clinical history
and evaluation

(DCM, HCM, RCM,
ARVC/D, LVNC)

Genetic counseling

with pedigree

Dilated

H

Hypertrophic

R

Restrictive

R EMF

Endomyocardial
fibrosis
LV=left ventricle
RV=right ventricle
RLV=biventricular
A

ARVC

M=major
m=minor
c=category
LV= left ventricle
RV=right ventricle
RLV=biventricular
NC LVNC
E

Early, with type
in parentheses

NS Nonspecific
phenotype

NA Information
non available
O

Unaffected'

H

Heart
LV=left ventricle
RV=right ventricle
RLV=biventricular

M Muscle (skeletal)

Familial

Non -familial;
Pheno ypically
sporadic

asymptomatic
relative
unaware of
the disease

Inheritance

Informative

AD, AR XL
(R or D) or

and non -

with ECG

informative
families

and/or Echo
abnormalities

Matrilineal

- Consultant

Positive

- Relatives

Cascade

genetic
testing in
relatives

-Healthy family

non -informed

members

about family
history

with normal

Functional
status
ACC/AHA,
NYHA

-Affected,

involvement:
Extracardiac
organs/tissues

D

S
STAGE

Genetic testing
in the proband

Cynical
family screening

Organ

Multidisciplinary
evaluation
according per
clinical needs
or diagnostic
hypothesis

E

Emma

egative

- New tests
novel
genes

- Regular
monitoring
in relatives

ECG and ECHO

N

Family history negative

G

Genetic cause

ACC-AHA

U

Family history unknown

OC

Obligate carrier

stage

AD Autosomal dominant

ONC Obligate non -carrier

represented
as letter

AR Autosomal recessive

DN De novo

A, B, C, D

Neg Genetic test negative for
the known familial mutation

NA

N Genetic defect not identified

NU

O No genetic test, any reason'

not used

N

Nervous

XLD X -linked dominant

C

Cutaneous

XLR X -linked recessive

E

Eye, Ocular

XL X -linked

A

Auditory

M

Matrilineal

G-A-TTR Genetic amyloidosis

followed by

K

Kidney

O

Family history not investigated'

G-HFE Hemochromatosis

NYHA class

G

Gastrointestinal

Undet Inheritance still undetermined

Non -genetic etiologies:

represented

Li

Liver

S

Lu Lung
S

Skeletal

0

Absence of
organ/system

Phenotypically Sporadic
(apparent or real)

M Myocarditis
Viral infection (add the virus
identified in affected heart)
Al Autoimmune/immune-

not applicable

as Roman

numeral
1, II, Ill, IV

mediate; suspected (AI -S),
proven (AI -P)

involvement',
e.g. in family

A Amyloidosis (add type:
A -K, A -L, A-SAA)

members who
are healthy
mutation carriers;
the mutation is
specified in E and
inheritance in G

I

T

Infectious, non viral
(add the infectious agent)
Toxicity (add cause/drug)

Eo Hypereosinophilic
heart disease

O Other

Evaluation of cardiomyopathy patients and development of MOGE(S) nosology. (M) The morphofunctional phenotype description
may contain more information using standard abbreviations: AVB = atrioventricular block; LQT = prolongation of the QT interval;
1'PR = short PR interval; si, R = low electrocardiographic voltages; WPW = Wolf Parkinson White syndrome; and other clinical red
flags. These red flags are to be placed in parentheses after the notation of morphofunctional phenotype. Overlapping (H+R), (D+A),
(NC+H), (H+D), (D+NC) or more complex combinations such as (H+R+NC). *Notation is zero (0) not the letter "0." (E) The

etiologic annotation provides the description of the specific disease gene and mutation, as well as a description of nongenetic
etiology. Even when genetic analysis is not available, the (G) may inform about a genetic disease, supporting family monitoring
strategies. #According to the Human Genome Variation Society, genetic variants should be classified based on their effects on gene
function as: affecting function, probably affecting function, unknown (variants of unknown significance [VUS]), probably not
affecting function, and not affecting function. A color code assigned to each variant can provide information about the potential role
of the identified variant: affects function or probably affects function (red); Variant of Unknown Significance (VUS) (yellow); and
probably does not affect function (or probably no functional effect) or does not affect function (no functional effect) (green). The
compilation is guided by the MOGES app. ACC =American College of Cardiology; AHA =American Heart Association; ARVC/D =
arrhythmogenic right ventricular cardiomyopathy/dysplasia; DCM = dilated cardiomyopathy; ECG = electrocardiogram; ECHO =

echocardiogram; HCM = hypertrophic cardiomyopathy; LVNC = left ventricular noncompaction; NYHA = New York Heart
Association; RCM = restrictive cardiomyopathy.
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person and not as a heart) his/her family, the etiologic
clues are all considered and described.
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